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Abstract

Given the growing number of scientific pa-001
pers, automatic information extraction in sci-002
entific documents is important for efficient003
knowledge update and discovery. A key com-004
ponent in scientific papers involves rhetor-005
ical activities/events to convey new knowl-006
edge and convince readers of the correctness.007
This work explores a new information extrac-008
tion problem for scientific documents, aim-009
ing to identify event trigger words of rhetori-010
cal events/activities, i.e., event detection (ED).011
To promote future research in this area, we012
present SciEvent, the first and new dataset for013
event detection in scientific documents. Sci-014
Event annotates scientific papers of four dif-015
ferent domains (i.e., computer science, biol-016
ogy, physics, and mathematics) using 8 pop-017
ular event types. Our experiments on SciEvent018
demonstrate the challenges of scientific ED for019
existing models and call for further research ef-020
fort in this area. We will publicly release Sci-021
Event to facilitate future research.022

1 Introduction023

Scientific papers retain most of the knowledge dis-024

covery for academia. However, the current expo-025

nential growth of scientific literature makes it diffi-026

cult for even the most experienced reader to keep027

track of all the ongoing research. Hence, automatic028

information extraction from scientific documents029

is helpful for researchers to efficiently comprehend030

new knowledge and boost scientific discovery.031

In natural language processing (NLP), automatic032

information extraction (IE) has been an ambitious033

goal for which a wide range of topics have been034

considered, including summarization (Collins et al.,035

2017), keyphrase extraction (Gupta and Manning,036

2011; Augenstein et al., 2017), entity extraction037

(Hobbs, 2002; Luan et al., 2017; Jain et al., 2020),038

relation extraction (Kruiper et al., 2020), clause039

tagging (Li et al., 2021), and knowledge popula-040

tion (Groth et al., 2018). However, despite exten-041

sive progress, prior work on scientific IE has not 042

explored the task of event detection (ED) whose 043

goal is to identify event trigger words of predefined 044

event types in text (Chen et al., 2015). In partic- 045

ular, a scientific paper is a discourse between the 046

authors and readers rather than a simple writing 047

(Li et al., 2021): the authors aim to provide new 048

findings, and more importantly, convince expert 049

readers of the correctness of the presented knowl- 050

edge. As such, to achieve the persuasion purpose, 051

rhetorical activities/events are prevalent in scien- 052

tific papers, characterizing different intents such as 053

proposing ideas, reporting results, making claims, 054

or citing issues. Extracting such rhetorical events 055

is thus important to reveal structures of scientific 056

discourses and aid scientific document understand- 057

ing. Consequently, our goal in this paper is to per- 058

form the first study on event detection for rhetorical 059

events in scientific documents. For instance, in the 060

following sentence, an event detection system for 061

scientific documents should be able to predict the 062

words “apply”, “provide”, and “comparison” as 063

event trigger words of the event types Apply, Claim, 064

and Compare, respectively. 065

In this study we apply what we hope is a representative set 066

of anomaly detection algorithms and in so doing we are able 067

to provide a robust comparison of these algorithms. 068

In the literature, there have been some studies on 069

recognizing rhetorical activities in scientific doc- 070

uments (De Waard and Maat, 2012; Dernoncourt 071

and Lee, 2017; Huang et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021); 072

however, these works mainly focus on the analysis 073

of discourse at the sentence/clause level, seeking 074

to classify sentences/clauses according to rhetori- 075

cal components. Our work is different from these 076

prior works in that we consider rhetorical events 077

at the trigger word level that is necessary for sci- 078

entific document analysis. In particular, as sen- 079

tences/clauses in scientific documents tend to be 080

long and contain compound information (poten- 081

tially with more than one event), sentence/clause 082
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level modeling might introduce noisy/irrelevant in-083

formation for rhetorical event representation, thus084

hindering event analysis and structuring for docu-085

ment understanding. In contrast, extracting event086

trigger words allows systems to focus on each spe-087

cific event to facilitate event-centric analysis, e.g.,088

how rhetorical events are expressed in scientific089

documents or how rhetorical events can be linked090

to reveal knowledge discovery processes.091

A hindrance for event detection research in scien-092

tific papers involves the lack of annotated datasets093

that are necessary for model development and eval-094

uation. This is more pronounced for recent ad-095

vanced deep learning models for ED (Chen et al.,096

2015; Cui et al., 2020) where annotated benchmark097

datasets are critical to measure progress and drive098

research agenda. To resolve this bottleneck for099

ED research, our work presents a new dataset for100

Scientific Event Detection, called SciEvent. The101

dataset is manually annotated by skilled crowd an-102

notators for 8 rhetorical event types in scientific103

papers. Different from prior datasets for rhetorical104

components in scientific discourses that mainly fo-105

cus on biomedical articles (Dernoncourt and Lee,106

2017; Huang et al., 2020), SciEvent annotates pa-107

pers in four different domains, i.e., biology, physics,108

computer science, and mathematics, to provide109

a more diverse dataset. Our experiments reveal110

the challenging nature of SciEvent for ED where111

the performance of state-of-the-art ED models on112

SciEvent is far behind those on existing general-113

domain datasets, thus calling for more research ef-114

fort in this area. We will publicly release SciEvent115

to promote scientific ED research.116

2 Data Preparation117

The documents in SciEvent are collected from118

arxiv.org, focusing on four domains: computer119

science (CS), quantitative biology, physics, and120

mathematics. To prepare for the rhetorical event121

annotation, we design an event taxonomy with 8122

event types to capture the most relevant and im-123

pactful events in our collected data. As such, we124

divide the event types into three groups depending125

on whether they are concerned about current or126

prior proposed methods/studies.127

The first group involves five event types to char-128

acterize different aspects of novel methods or stud-129

ies proposed in the current paper, i.e., PROPOSE,130

WISDOM, APPLY, EVALUATE, and CLAIM.131

In particular, the PROPOSE event type involves132

expressions to describe the novelty or procedure 133

of the proposed methods/studies. An example for 134

this event type is: “In this Letter, we investigate the 135

feasibility of generating multi-MeV gamma-rays.”1. 136

A WISDOM event, on the other hand, presents 137

established wisdom/knowledge that serves as the 138

direct foundation or motivation to develop the pro- 139

posed methods/studies, e.g., “It has been demon- 140

strated that humans can perform even one-shot 141

classification.”. In contrast, an APPLY event indi- 142

cates a direct application of existing concrete tools, 143

methods, or systems in the current paper, e.g., “We 144

leverage BERT to encode sentences.”. In addition, 145

the EVALUATE event type captures evaluations 146

of the proposed methods/studies that are usually 147

associated with experiment procedures and perfor- 148

mance metrics (e.g., “One motherset in particular, 149

yeast, has a failure rate approaching 100%”). Fi- 150

nally, a CLAIM event captures an expression of 151

claim for characteristics or achievements of the 152

proposed methods/studies, e.g., “We achieve state- 153

of-the-art results on the CU-Birds dataset”. 154

The second event type group has two event 155

types to exclusively represent existing or prior 156

methods/studies which are mentioned in the cur- 157

rent paper, including ISSUE and DISCUSS. As 158

such, an ISSUE event expresses a potential issue 159

or gap of existing methods/studies for which the 160

current paper aims to directly avoid/address, e.g., 161

“Prior methods only consider English data.”. In 162

contrast, DISCUSS events cover general discus- 163

sions or judgements of existing methods that are 164

related but not directly comparable with the pro- 165

posed methods/studies in the current paper, e.g., 166

sentences in the Related Work sections such as 167

“These methods can perform well in their general- 168

ized forms.”. Finally, the third event group contains 169

one event type, i.e., COMPARE, to capture com- 170

parison expressions between the proposed meth- 171

ods/studies in the current paper and and those in 172

prior works, e.g., “The proposed method signifi- 173

cantly outperforms the baselines.”. 174

3 Annotation 175

We recruit 8 annotators from the crowdsourcing 176

platform upwork.com to annotate scientific pa- 177

pers in the four domains (i.e., two annotators for 178

each domain). As Upwork provides resumes of an- 179

notators, we explicitly select annotators that have 180

demonstrated experience in reading and writing 181

1Event trigger words are underlined in this work
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scientific papers in their corresponding domains182

(e.g., M.S. and Ph.D. students). Detailed annota-183

tion guidance with many examples and explanation184

are provided to train the annotators. Following the185

practice in prior ED research (Nguyen and Grish-186

man, 2015), we also instruct annotators to select a187

single most important word to serve as the trigger188

word for an event mention. Overall, we annotated189

115 papers (29 for computer science, 45 for bi-190

ology, 28 for physics, and 13 for mathematics),191

amounting to over 22K sentences and 633K words.192

Our annotators for each domain co-annotate the193

documents in their domain and achieve Cohen’s194

Kappa scores of 0.76, 0.65, 0.83, and 0.61 on CS,195

biology, physics, and mathematics, respectively.196

These inter-agreement scores thus indicate substan-197

tial agreements between our annotators. Eventually,198

the annotators are engaged in discussions to resolve199

any conflict to produce a final consolidated version200

of our SciEvent dataset. Table 1 presents some201

statistics for SciEvent while Figure 1 shows the202

event type distributions in different domains.203

CS Biology Physics Math
#Event 10,352 18,528 7,730 3,372
#Doc 29 45 28 13
#Sent 5,742 9,825 4,439 2,019
#Token 142K 289K 141K 61K

Table 1: Statistics for SciEvent in different domains.
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Figure 1: Distributions of event types in SciEvent.

Dataset Challenges: Our dataset reveals sev-204

eral challenges for event detection in scientific pa-205

pers. One particular challenge involves appropri-206

ate coreference resolution of noun phrases/entity207

mentions to accurately determine event types for208

trigger words. For example, in the sentence “This209

capability greatly facilitates experiments related210

to weak nonlinearity-based quantum computing.”,211

the event trigger word “facilitates” might belong212

to the CLAIM or DISCUSS event type depending213

Word Count Total Rate
be 2,752 10,208 27.0%
use 1,516 1,858 81.6%
show 1,053 1,177 89.5%
have 601 1,534 39.2%
give 286 471 60.7%

Table 2: Event rates of the most frequent triggers.

on whether “This capacity” is referring to a char- 214

acteristics of the currently proposed method (i.e., 215

CLAIM) or prior one (i.e., DISCUSS). As such, 216

solving event detection for scientific papers often 217

requires modeling context beyond sentence bound- 218

ary to identify accurate references. In addition, 219

domain knowledge and expertise are critical to pre- 220

dict event types for triggers in scientific documents. 221

An example for this challenge can be seen in the 222

sentence “This approach is only able to handle 223

a single domain in the input.”. The event trigger 224

“handle” should be assigned to the ISSUE event 225

type if the current paper is directly addressing the 226

single-domain issue in prior work. However, “han- 227

dle” should instead be a DISCUSS event if this 228

sentence is merely contributing to the discussion of 229

relevant works for the current paper. As such, un- 230

derstanding the research topics and directions in the 231

current paper is essential to event type recognition. 232

To demonstrate the ambiguity in SciEvent, Table 233

2 presents five words with the highest frequency of 234

being labeled as event triggers (i.e., Count). The 235

table also shows the occurrence frequency of the 236

words (i.e., Total) and the percentages that they are 237

annotated as event triggers (i.e., Rate) in SciEvent. 238

As can be seen, even for the most frequent event 239

trigger words, there is still a probability that they 240

do not trigger/evoke any event of interest. Conse- 241

quently, capturing the context of the words is cru- 242

cial to detect event triggers in scientific documents. 243

Finally, we find that sentences in scientific papers 244

often contain multiple event triggers. Among sen- 245

tences containing at least an event trigger in Sci- 246

Event, 51% contains one event trigger, 31% con- 247

tains 2 event triggers, 12% contains 3 event triggers, 248

and 6% contains more than 3 event triggers. This 249

suggests potential correlations between events at 250

sentence level, which might be helpful to improve 251

ED models for scientific documents. 252

4 Experiments 253

To reveal the complexity of the ED task in Sci- 254

Event, we evaluate the performance of the state-of- 255

the-art deep learning models for ED. In particular, 256
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we consider two major groups of ED models, i.e.,257

sequence-based and graph-based. In the sequence-258

based approach, we evaluate three typical models:259

(i) CNN: a convolutional neural network for ED260

(Nguyen and Grishman, 2015), (ii) DMBERT: a261

model that employs dynamic pooling over BERT-262

based representations (Wang et al., 2019), and (iii)263

BERTED: a model that uses a feed-forward layer264

over BERT embeddings for representation learn-265

ing (Yang et al., 2019). For graph-based models,266

we also consider three recent ED models. In par-267

ticular, BERTGCN is a graph convolutional net-268

work (GCN) based on dependency trees (Nguyen269

and Grishman, 2018), GatedGCN augments GCN270

with trigger-aware gating mechanism for each layer271

(Lai et al., 2020), and EEGCN introduces both de-272

pendency labels and structures into GCN for ED273

(Cui et al., 2020). For all the methods, we lever-274

age SciBERT (Beltagy et al., 2019), a customized275

BERT model for scientific documents to encode276

input texts. The Stanza toolkit (Qi et al., 2020) is277

used for dependency parsing. We also follow the278

word-classification formulation for ED models as279

prior work (Nguyen and Grishman, 2015; Chen280

et al., 2015). As such, to facilitate the experiments,281

we divide the annotated documents for each do-282

main in SciEvent into three separate portions for283

training/test/development data. In particular, the284

numbers of documents in training/test/development285

data for CS, biology, physics, and math are 24/3/2,286

40/3/2, 23/3/2, and 8/3/2 respectively. We fine-287

tune the hyper-parameters for the models on the288

development set of CS. Appendix A provides a re-289

producibility checklist that includes the selected290

values for the hyper-parameters.291

Model CS Biology Physics Math
CNN 49.8 39.0 52.6 48.1
DMBERT 60.2 40.4 57.2 47.9
BERTED 60.0 39.5 57.1 48.2
BERTGCN 60.0 39.1 54.9 48.9
GatedGCN 59.8 39.1 54.3 47.5
EEGCN 60.3 41.2 56.4 49.9

Table 3: Performance (F1 scores) on the test sets of
different domains in SciEvent.

Table 3 presents performance of the models on292

the test sets of different domains in SciEvent. One293

observation is that the graph-based models do not294

exhibit significant improvement over the sequence-295

based models. We attribute this to the potential296

noises in the general-domain dependency parser297

(i.e., Stanza) that cannot achieve its optimal per- 298

formance on scientific documents, thus hindering 299

the effectiveness of the dependency trees for ED 300

in graph-based models. Importantly, we find that 301

the performance of existing ED models over differ- 302

ent domains in SciEvent is far behind those for the 303

general domains (i.e., at least 77% on the popular 304

ACE 2005 dataset (Walker et al., 2006; Lai et al., 305

2020)). This result suggests new challenges for ED 306

in scientific documents and call for more research 307

effort in this domain. Finally, to further demon- 308

strate the ED challenges in SciEvent, we present an 309

additional experiment for cross-domain evaluation 310

of ED (i.e., trained and tested on different domains) 311

in Appendix B. 312

5 Related Work 313

Prior studies on ED involve feature engineering 314

for statistical models (Ahn, 2006; Ji and Grish- 315

man, 2008; Hong et al., 2011; Li et al., 2013; 316

Mitamura et al., 2015) and recent deep learning 317

models (Chen et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2017, 2018; 318

Wang et al., 2019). However, such prior work 319

has mainly considered the general domain (i.e., 320

on ACE 2005) that might not be useful for spe- 321

cific domains. Recently, there have been some 322

effort on creating new datasets for ED in specific 323

domains, including biomedical texts (Kim et al., 324

2009), literary texts (Sims et al., 2019), cybersecu- 325

rity texts (Satyapanich et al., 2020), and Wikipedia 326

texts (Wang et al., 2020). However, existing ED 327

datasets have not explored rhetorical events in sci- 328

entific documents as we do. Finally, as discussed 329

in the introduction, scientific document understand- 330

ing has been studied for different tasks in NLP, 331

including summarization (Teufel and Moens, 2002; 332

AbuRa’ed et al., 2020), keyword extraction (Augen- 333

stein et al., 2017), entity/relation extraction (Luan 334

et al., 2017; Jain et al., 2020; Kruiper et al., 2020), 335

and discourse tagging (Dernoncourt and Lee, 2017; 336

Li et al., 2021). However, trigger-based event detec- 337

tion has not been explored for scientific documents. 338

6 Conclusion 339

We present SciEvent, the first dataset for ED on sci- 340

entific documents. SciEvent is manually annotated 341

for 8 popular rhetorical event types in four different 342

domains. Extensive evaluation of state-of-the-art 343

ED models highlights the challenges of SciEvent 344

for ED. In the future, we plan to extend SciEvent 345

to annotate arguments for scientific events. 346
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A Reproducibility checklist563

• Dataset: The statistics of the created dataset564

SciEvent and the annotation process are pre-565

sented in Section 3. The dataset is included in566

the submission. We will publicly release the567

dataset upon the acceptance of the paper. A568

URL to the publishing site will be included in569

the paper.570

• Source code with the specification of all571

dependencies, including external libraries:572

We will publicly release the code to run the573

models upon the acceptance of the paper.574

• Description of computing infrastructure575

used: All the experiments were run on a ma-576

chine with 2 Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4 CPUs,577

128GB of RAM, and 4 NVIDIA RTX 2080578

Ti GPUs with 11GB RAM. We only train the579

models with one GPU. The amount of GPU580

memory for each run ranges from 5 to 7 GB,581

depending on the models being used.582

• Average runtime for each approach: We583

train the models for 100 epochs; each takes584

approximately 2 minutes. The best epoch is585

chosen based on the performance on the de-586

velopment sets.587

• Number of parameters in the model: Ev-588

ery model uses the pre-trained BERT model589

with non-trainable 110M parameters. The590

CNN, DMBERT, BERTED, BERTGCN, Gat-591

edGCN, EEGCN models have additional 20M,592

250K, 80K, 10M, 10M, and 8M trainable pa-593

rameters, respectively.594

• Explanation of evaluation metrics used,595

with links to code: Follow prior work in ED596

(Nguyen and Grishman, 2015; Chen et al.,597

2015), we use the precision, recall, and F1598

scores for performance metrics.599

• Hyperparameter bounds and configura-600

tions for best-performing models: We use601

the allenaiscibert_scivocab_cased version of602

BERT in all the considered models (Belt-603

agy et al., 2019). The Stanza toolkit (Qi604

et al., 2020)2 (version 1.3.0) is employed605

for dependency parsing. To obtain the rep-606

resentation vector for a trigger word candi-607

date in a sentence, the hidden vectors of608

2https://stanfordnlp.github.io/stanza/

12 layers of BERT are concatenated. We 609

fine-tune the hyper-parameters for the mod- 610

els in this work over the development data 611

of the computer science domain. For con- 612

sistency, the same hyper-parameters are ap- 613

plied for the models in other domains of Sci- 614

Event. As such, to train the models, we use 615

the Adam optimizer with the learning rate 616

of 2e − 5 (searched in the range of {2e − 617

5, 3e−5, 4e−5, 5e−5}) and batch size of 128 618

(searched in the range of {32, 64, 128, 256}). 619

For the CNN model, we use 4 kernel sizes 620

of 2, 3, 4, 5, each with 150 filters (searched 621

in the range {100, 150, 200, 250, 300}. The 622

BERTGCN, GatedGCN, EEGCN models em- 623

ploy two GCN layers (searched in the range 624

{2, 3, 4, 5}), each with 256 hidden units 625

(searched in the range {128, 256, 512}). The 626

edge embedding size of the EEGCN model is 627

set to 50. Finally, we use two layers for all the 628

feed-forward neural networks in the models 629

with 256 hidden units in the layers (searched 630

in the range {128, 256, 512}). 631

Model
In-domain Out-of-domain

CS Biology Physics Math
CNN 49.8 19.0 26.3 18.1
DMBERT 60.2 28.8 36.9 29.1
BERTED 60.0 27.3 35.9 29.0
BERTGCN 60.0 27.7 40.7 27.6
GatedGCN 59.8 27.8 39.2 27.9
EEGCN 60.3 28.0 37.9 28.1

Table 4: Performance (F1 scores) in the cross-domain
setting. CS is the source domain while Biology,
Physics, and Math serve as the target domains.

B Cross-Domain Evaluation 632

As SciEvent involves four different domains, we 633

further explore the cross-domain evaluation setting 634

where the models are trained on a source domain 635

and evaluated on different domains. In particular, 636

we choose CS as the source domain and treat the 637

others as the target domains. As such, we train 638

the models on the training data portion of CS and 639

evaluate the models on the test data in different 640

domains. Table 4 reports in-domain (i.e., trained 641

and tested on CS) and out-of-domain (i.e., trained 642

on CS and tested on other domains) performance of 643

the models. It is clear from the table that the perfor- 644

mance of all the ED models degrades significantly 645

when they are evaluated on new domains (i.e., Biol- 646
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ogy, Physics, and Math). This clearly demonstrates647

the divergence between different scientific domains648

and introduces room for further development of ED649

research in this setting.650

C Annotation Guideline651

Table 5 and 6 present a detailed description of event652

types and examples for each event type in our Sci-653

Event dataset.654
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Type Description Examples
PR

O
PO

SE

This event type captures
expressions to describe the
novelty or procedure of the
proposed methods or studies in
the papers.

A new method is explicitly introduced:
− We propose prototypical networks for the problem of
few-shot classification
− In this Letter, we investigate the feasibility of generating
multi-MeV gamma-rays of several hundreds attoseconds
duration ...
The description of how the new method works:
− Our model learns a metric space in which classifica-
tion can be performed by computing distances to prototype
representations of each class.

W
IS

D
O

M

This event type involves
expressions to present
established wisdom/knowledge
that serves as the direct
foundation or motivation to
develop the proposed
methods/studies in the current
paper.

A knowledge that the current paper relies on to motivate its
methods/studies:
− While the problem is quite difficult, it has been demon-
strated that humans have the ability to perform even one-
shot classification.
Some benefit of an approach that the current paper follows:
− The concept... has gained popularity because of its flex-
ibility when dealing with complex models and large data
sets, in contrast with maximum likelihood estimation.

A
PP

LY

This event type involves
expressions to indicates a direct
application of existing concrete
tools, methods, or systems in the
current pape

An explicit mention:
− The use of episodes makes the training problem more
faithful to the test environment.
− The package solver uses Golang’s native data structures
and interfaces.
An implicit mention:
− The game comes with an built-in package named solver
that powers some features of it.

E
VA

L
U

A
T

E

This event type involves
expressions for the evaluations
of the proposed methods/studies
that are associated with
experiment procedures and
performance metrics.

− One motherset in particular, yeast, has a failure rate
approaching 100%, a strong indication that it is a very poor
choice for benchmark construction.
− As each benchmark construction factor has a well de-
fined control group, we compute the mean difference in
performance of best algorithm between...

C
L

A
IM

This event type captures an
expression of claim for
characteristics or achievements
of the proposed methods/studies.
This is different from
EVALUATE where the
experiment and performance
details of evaluations are
mentioned.

Some achievements of the proposed methods is mentioned:
− We further extend prototypical networks to zero-shot
learning and achieve state-of-the-art results on the CU-
Birds dataset.
− We provide an analysis showing that some simple design
decisions can yield substantial improvements over recent
approaches involving complicated architectural choices and
meta-learning.
Some characteristics of the proposed methods are men-
tioned:
− The generated OD’s are commensurate with those re-
quired for all previous demonstrations of optical modulation
using the Rb - PBGF system.
− This capability greatly facilitates performing experi-
ments related to weak nonlinearity - based quantum com-
puting.

Table 5: Event types with their descriptions and examples in the SciEvent dataset. Event trigger words are under-
lined. Continued in Table 6.
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Type Description Examples

IS
SU

E

This event type capture
expressions to indicate a
potential issue or gap of existing
methods/studies for which the
current paper aims to directly
avoid/address.

− A naive approach, such as re-training the model on the
new data, would severely overfit.
− However, the RDR regime is only achievable with ex-
tremely intense lasers ξ � 1.
− MCMC methods used for parameter estimation within a
model use only ratios of posterior densities, and are there-
fore unable to measure its normalisation in general.

D
IS

C
U

SS

This event type captures
expressions for general
discussions or judgements of
existing methods that are related
but not directly comparable with
the proposed methods/studies in
the current paper. This is in
contrast to ISSUE that
necessitates a direct connection
with the proposed
methods/studies.

− Two recent approaches have made significant progress
in few-shot learning.
− These algorithms focus on finding a feasible solution
and do not contain support for preferences (optimization
criteria).
− On the other hand, they can perform well in their gen-
eralised forms, but if and only if an adequate reference
distribution is used.

C
O

M
PA

R
E

This event type captures
expressions to indicate
comparisons between the
proposed methods/studies in the
current paper and and those in
prior works.

− Compared to recent approaches for few-shot learning,
they reflect a simpler inductive bias that is beneficial in this
limited-data regime ...
− Our results show that despite the lack of task-specific
tuning our model performs surprisingly well, yielding better
results than all previously reported models ...

Table 6: Event types with their descriptions and examples in the SciEvent dataset. Event trigger words are under-
lined.
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